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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS
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The map emphasizes the origin of surficial materials in the area of the Waconia 7.5minute quadrangle. It was constructed in part using aerial photographs taken in 1977
(1:80,000 scale) and U.S. Soil Conservation Service soil-survey maps for Carver County
(Edwards, 1968).
Field work was conducted during the summer and fall of 1999. Most exposures
consisted of excavations, including construction sites and roadcuts. Surface samples
were supplemented with soil borings drilled to a depth of about 18 feet (5.5 meters).
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PALUSTRINE DEPOSITS
Qt

Organic deposits (Holocene)—Ponded and shallow water sediments consisting
of dark-brown to black, drained and undrained peat and muck. Typically
found in depressions and surrounding lakes; may include sandy beach
sediments.
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FLUVIAL DEPOSITS
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Alluvium along small streams (Holocene)—Creek-channel, overbank, and
slackwater sediments consisting of dark-grayish-brown to olive-brown
sandy loam to loamy sand; layers of fine sand and gravel. In places
may contain organic debris disseminated in the sediments and in discrete
peat beds.
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Lake beach sediment (Holocene)—Wave-washed sediments consisting
predominantly of fine- to coarse-grained sand; derived from underlying
till; may be overlain by organic deposits. Width of exposure varies
depending on water level in lake.
Glacial lake deposits (Pleistocene)—Lacustrine sediment consisting of darkgrayish-brown to light-yellowish-brown, generally homogeneous silt
loam to silty clay loam; interbedded in places with thin layers of fine
sand and pebbles; patchy distribution, mostly on broad plateaus; variable
thickness (2–25 feet or 0.6–7 meters).
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GLACIAL DEPOSITS
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Sediment deposited by ice of the northwest-source Des Moines lobe. Deposits contain
abundant gray siliceous shale fragments. Color of till is variable but is typically yellowbrown to gray-brown where oxidized. Surficial till deposits are interpreted to be stagnation
deposits. Distinctions are made, in part, based on the degree of collapse or changes in
topographic relief.
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Till (Pleistocene)—Unsorted sediment consisting of common pebbles, uncommon
cobbles, and rare boulders in a matrix of loam to clay loam; pockets of
silt, sand, and gravel in places. Average composition of the very coarse
sand fraction includes crystalline rocks (38 ± 5 percent), carbonate
rocks (26 ± 4 percent), and shale fragments (36 ± 6 percent).
High-relief deposits—Till as above; hummocky, irregular topography;
includes poorly developed, circular flat-topped hills; overall relief 60100 feet (18–30 meters).
Well-defined, high-relief hills—Till as above; includes well-developed,
circular and coalescing hills; overall relief ±80 feet (24 meters). Deposited
in a more stable stagnant-ice environment (unit labeled as Qthf on
Mound quadrangle).
Moderate-relief deposits—Till as above; includes coalescing round or
elliptical hills; overall relief about 40–70 feet (12–22 meters).
Till-plain deposits—Till as above; undulating topography; low relief (1030 feet; 3–9 meters). Gradual transition to south and west from irregular
topography to more uniform, low-relief till plain.
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP SYMBOLS
Contact—Dashed where gradational. Established from aerial photographs,
geomorphology, soils maps, and examination of surficial material.
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Scarp—Hachures point downscarp; dashed where discontinuous or
obscure. Marks former channel or ice contact position.
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Elongate ridge—Dashed where discontinuous. Interpreted to be an
esker, although no sand and gravel is evident at the surface.
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Plateau—Broad, relatively level area in a zone of hummocky topography.
Plateaus range from 40 acres to more than 640 acres (0.16-2.59
square kilometers) and have low relief (10-20 feet or 3-6 meters).
Predominantly composed of till; capped in places by lake sediment.
The plateaus are interpreted to represent saturated debris that was
deposited in lows on stagnant ice; the deposits now stand as
topographic highs on the landscape.
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Soil boring—Auger depths average 18 feet (5.5 meters).
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Sample location—Includes outcrops, road cuts, and construction sites.
Record of water-well construction—Location of a water well for which
there is a log prepared by a well driller. The information on the log
is interpreted by a geologist and the location of the well verified.
There are 206 well records for the Waconia quadrangle.
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Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the factual data on which this map
interpretation is based; however, the Minnesota Geological Survey does not warrant or guarantee that
there are no errors. Users may wish to verify critical information; sources include both the references
listed here and information on file at the offices of the Minnesota Geological Survey in St. Paul. In
addition, effort has been made to ensure that the interpretation conforms to sound geologic and
cartographic principles. No claim is made that the interpretation shown is rigorously correct, however,
and it should not be used to guide engineering-scale decisions without site-specific verification.
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